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During their initial run from 1990–1998, Polvo crafted a sound 
so fantastically obstinate and so perfectly cockeyed that its DNA 
is essentially resistant to mediocrity or repetition. On Siberia, that 
sound feels more limber and more aerodynamic than ever. Its 
songs glide and bob like UFOs, both serene and unsettling. Some 
of  that is owed to a looser approach. “Preparing for In Prism, we 
labored over that material pretty intensively,” explains founding 
guitarist Ash Bowie. “A lot of  the songs on this album were not 
rehearsed much at all. I’d like to think this album has a few more 
adventurous moments.” One of  those is the spiraling “Blues Is 
Loss,” which moves from a dense knot of  sound—an impossible 
tangle of  Bowie’s and Dave Brylawski’s guitars, Steve Popson’s 
chugging bass, and Brian Quast’s tumbling percussion—to a 
conclusion that clangs and peals like church bells. There are the 
classic-sounding moments, too, like terrifically herky-jerk album 
opener “Total Immersion,” which is grounded in surging bass 
and a pair of  surgically focused guitar lines.

An obvious point of  comparison would be to Today’s Active 
Lifestyles, released—perhaps not coincidentally—exactly 20 years 
ago. Where that album thrived on a nervous, coiled energy, 
Siberia feels more surefooted, more poised and controlled. It’s 
the work of  a band that’s been here before, but the experience 
has only made them more at ease. Siberia is a record that’s 
humming with confidence, the sound of  a band with nothing to 
prove, but proving it anyway.
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SIDE A:
1. Total Immersion
2. Blues Is Loss
3. Light, Raking
4. Changed

SIDE B:
5. The Water Wheel
6. Old Maps
7. Some Songs
8. Anchoress

  

CD 

vinyl is non-returnable KEY POINTS:
Siberia, available on CD & LP, is the 6th full length 
album by Polvo
LPs include a coupon for full album  download
Recorded at Supraquanic, Dust Bunnies II and             
the Fideltorium; additional recording at Seriously            
Adequate Studios
Mastered by Jeff Lipton at Peerless Mastering
Mitch Easter played guitar on “Changed”
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